Reconstruction of high resolution images from multiple low resolution images at various displacements is a well studied, ill posed problem. Designs using lenses with different imaging characteristics improve the theoretical results and also reduce the image reconstruction problem to a set of loosely coupled smaller reconstructions. This paper derives the performance limits for reconstruction from multiple lower resolution images as a function of measurement bit precision and measurement noise.
INTRODUCTION
A traditional digital optical imaging device collects an image using a single lens and digitizes the resulting image field using. a detector array.
The bulk of the cost associated with this approach is usually in the optical elements, and the length requirements of the optical column preclude the use of a flat form factor for the device. This method of image formation is markedly different from that used in radio astronomy or medical imaging, where the image field is sampled using lower quality elements and image reconstruction methods are used to compute better quality images. Recent advances in optical imaging sensors have created an opportunity to bridge these two imaging approaches to achieve devices with a flat fonn factor. Flat cameras have potential applications ranging from conformal sensing skins on surveillance aircraft to head-mounted camera patches for firemen and rescue workers . .
The TOMBO imaging device [4] is an example of such a system that uses an array of small lenses and sensors to create a corresponding array of overlapping low resolution images which are recombined to form a higher resolution image. This type of reconstruction task is similar to that of computed tomography in medical imaging [3] , as well as the motion-blur problem [e.g. I].
0-7803-8434-2104/$20.00©2004 IEEE Reconstruction of high resolution images from multiple overlapping low resolution images is a well known super-resolution problem [2] . The resolution of the reconstruction will depend on how many different low resolution images are available and the amount of relative translation. Small amounts of translation are needed for high resolution, but small translations also result in a small amount of new information from each additional image. The best results are obtained when the translations of the low resolution images are precisely known, the bit precision of the observed pixel values is very high, the blurring function is known, and the measurement noise is at a minimum. The quantization limits of the measurements will contribute to the measurement noise.
The objective is to develop com p utationally-efficient procedures for high-quality image reconstruction.
Advances in sensor and processing technology have enabled a variety of novel flat camera designs employing multiple image sensors to be developed. In this paper, we study the problem of reconstructing high resolution images from multiple low resolution images in this context, and develop an optimal estimator. Perfonnance of the reconstruction algorithm can be improved and made more robust by adding observations taken from sensor/lens systems with different magnifications. The solution with multiple lens magnifications is shown to lead to a modular reconstruction method that allows small loosely coupled subtiles to be estimated separately. This reduces the complexity of using the estimator. 
IMAGING SYSTEM MODEL
For traditional single lens high resolution imaging, the observed image g is related to the desired image f by an observation matrix H as g=Hf+v.
(1)
The two dimensional images are stored in the vectors f and g in row order, and vector v represents the measurement noise. The recovery of the desired image f from the observed image g is a problem of image restoration based on knowledge of a deterministic H, the statistics of the noise, and the image class from which f was taken. Ideally, H is very close to the identity matrix, but in practice the blurring in the optics makes H different from the identity matrix.
When multiple small images formed with multiple small lenses are used to create an estimate of the desired image, it can be considered a problem of image reconstruction, because new observations can be used to add new information about f. Consider a small P x P pixel image sensor array with a small lens that causes each pixel of the sensor to average an M x M array of pixels at the desired resolution of f. With only that observation, some rest oration of f might be possible, but little improvement could be expected. However, if an imaging unit with an M
x M array of small P x P pixel sub arrays with the same geometry is used to provide images that are offset by amounts equal to the desired resolution of f, then these low resolution images can be combined to compute a higher resolution reconstruction.
A device that would capture the small images was demonstrated in [4] . It used a standard image sensor array divided into smaller subarrays with separate lenses. Although the range of the device was limited because all sub arrays had parallel view-plane normals, the authors point out that inserting prismlets would anow the desired overlap at any range. A similar imaging geometry is illustrated in Figure 1 . A slice through one unit of the imaging system is shown schematically with the desired pixels in f shown at the top and the observed pixels from the low resolution observations, g, shown at the bottom. will be positioned so that g1(O) = hZf and in general pixel q of subarray k will be gk(q) = hZ ( q M+k) r. The observations can be arranged in a vector sorted by the exponent of the shift vector so that M subarr ays of P pixels each form a vector gof length MP, and H in (1) is a Toeplitz matrix.
A linear minimum variance of error estimate for f for any arbitrary H can be computed as
where fo is the expected average value for the image, Rv is the covariance matrix for the noise vector v, are overestimated, the reconstructed image will not have as much of the blur removed.
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-. · �:�j-�":'V:tft+}, M=5 and �7 were simulated. In Figure 2a the diagonal elements of Rv were estimated to be 10, 6 while in Figure  2b the diagonal elements of Rv were estimated to be 10. 1 .
\¥hen the measurement noise is assumed to be low, a 
DIVERSITY IN IMAGE BLUR
The performance of the image pixel estimator can be improved by taking additional measurements. A second set of measurement taken with the same sensor arrays will effectively produce a single set of measurements with reduced noise due to averaging. However, if a different imaging geometry is used for the second set of measurements, there will be much greater improvement in the reconstructed image. For example, Figure 3 shows the same type of information shown in Figure 2 for an imaging system with two overlapping sets of subarrays.
The fIrSt set has Ml=5 and Pl =7 and the second has M2=7
and P2=5. The size of M would be determined by constraints on the lens size but other lenses with similar values could be manufactured within the same constraints.
For both noise levels the reconstruction filter is relatively localized to the appropriate observations from each set of subarrays.
The performance of the reconstruction filters can be compared by computing the expected mean squared error of the reconstructed image for different filters. In Figure   4 , the expected errors are plotted as a function of actual noise variance for estimators which assumed a noise variance of 10 -4 and 10-2 • Three different imaging geometries ate compared. The two curves marked with circles use one imaging unit with M=5 and P=7. In the curves marked with an "x", two sets of measurements were taken of the same area with the same imaging unit.
These curves have a lower expected error, which is most noticeable at the higher actual noise levels, due to averaging. The third geometry uses two overlapping imaging units, one with M=5 and P=7and a second unit viewing the same area with M=7 and P=5. These curves, marked with triangles, show superior performance due to the diversity in the image blur and will form much sharper images under low noise conditions. For the higher values of actual noise variance the expected error is lower for the estimator based on the higher expected noise variance, although the differences are not noticeable using the plotting scales shown.
Figure 3: Graphs of reconstruction filter coefficients for overlapping sets of sub arra ys with M=5 and M=7 at selected pixels. The contributions to the image estimate of original image pixels are also shown. The estimated noise variance is IO�. Here the first set of sub arra ys has M1=5 and Pl=7 and the second has M2=<7 and Pz=5.
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GENERAL IMAGING SYSTEM DESIGN
The improvement in reconstruction quality gained by using images with different amounts of blur suggests that a more general formulation of the problem would result in the optimal design of an imaging system composed of multiple low resolution imaging units. To allow different parts of the image to have different error tolerances, a weighting matrix W is introduced. The general design p roblem can be formulated as min min (WI -wj 1 (WI -wj),
where W is a weighting factor that weights different portions of the image based on a priori data. Other possible objective functions could also be used, such as the p-norm of the reconstruction error. The set of allowed observation matrices j{ can be constrained based on the physical properties of the imaging system. For example, a simple constraint ensures that all rows of H have [mite energy. The minimization in (5) is both over the set of all observation matrices j{ and also over all possible reconstruction strategies. In this generalized form.
computing a solution to the optimization problem is difficult. A simplification is obtained if the estimation technique is fixed, like for example, the minimum variance of error estimator (4). Iterative methods can also be used to solve (5), i.e., based on a given H matrix, we can compute the best reconstruction and then using this reconstruction a better H can be computed. 
A where I is as defined in (4). This optimization problem is solved numerically. A sample result of the optimization is given in Figure 6 . For this example, the weighting matrix had large values for pixels 6-11 and the size of the reconstruction filter used in the last row of H was 8.
Clearly, the optimization puts the filter around pixels with larger weight.
Examples with a real image
The reconstructed images with and without diversity in the observations are given in Figure 5a 
The off diagonal block, D, will have very low rank of the . order of M. Rather than compute the total image �stImate from the larger matrix of Equation (7), the two mdependent reconstructions of much lower computational �omplexity can be combined with a low rank update to mclude the coupling indicated by D.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented computationally simple reconstruction methods for an imaging system based on the compound eye approach. We also formulated a general optimization framework for the design of optimal blurring filters and provided solutions in one simple scenario. This framework for designing optimal blur filters can be specialized to different scenarios of interest.
For example, filters with a certain roll-off factor but variable bandwidth can be parameterized and optimal bandwidth calculated for the imaging system of interest . 
